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Our School Community – Home Learning

Welcome
Welcome back to the
Summer Term.
Firstly, I would like to say
a huge thank you for
everything you are doing
at home to provide an
education for your
children, through learning
and shared experiences.
It has been a pleasure to
see all of the hard work
that has been going on
throughout the week.
Please take a moment to
read about some of the
work and experiences that
children at St. John’s have
been getting up to.
A polite reminder to all
that we really would like
you to stay in touch with
us as much as possible.
Our prayers and thoughts
are with you all in this
unusual period.
Keep safe,

Mr. T Timson
Acting Headteacher

A HUGE THANK YOU!
Since I proposed this idea to our senior leadership team and teachers, the pictures have
come flooding through.
I will try and mention everyone that has sent us work, but with so many it would be hard
to cover everything over these couple of pages. Please know though that I have seen
everyone’s pieces and really enjoyed hearing about the things you’ve been getting up to.
I will be sending a newsletter out each Friday, so if you would like to get some work
showcased, please make sure you send it into your teachers.

Yuvleen and Arjan have been
taking inspiration from
Harry Potter! They’ve been
busy conducting a magic
potions experiment, exploring
the effects of bicarbonate of
soda.

The Great British
Sewing Bee kicked off
on TV this week, and
Zavier is proof that
you’re never too young
to start learning the
skill. Here he is
showcasing how to sew a
button.

Making sure her outdoor
space is super colourful
and inviting, Silva
created these Easterthemed arts and crafts.
We love her cool plant
pots!

Easter really rocked for
Izzy who got out her
pens and paints and
created these pretty art
pieces. What a
wonderful way to
spread joy.

Henry and Eleanor
have been learning
lots at home, and
decided to showcase
all of their
adventures in this
colourful rainbow
wall display.

What better time to dress up
than Easter? Check out
Aoife’s brilliant homemade
Easter Bonnet. She’s also
been enjoying the outdoors
and learnt to ride her bike
without stabilisers.

‘But as for me, I will look to the Lord; I will wait for the God of my
salvation; my God will hear me.’ (Micah 7:7)

William’s wonderful
Worry Monster wouldn’t
look out of place in a
Disney movie. Like Aoife,
William’s also learnt how
to ride his bike without
stabilizers!

This is the perfect time to be learning
all about the environment and nature,
so we loved Valery’s Swan Habitat.
The swans look pretty chuffed, too!

Special Shout-outs
- Richie has learnt to ride a bike and grown his very own
crystals.
- Aidan and Lucille's family have been inventing ways
for them all to stay fit, active and... competitive.
They’ve been taking part in the Quarantine Olympics,
which sounds like great fun for everyone!

Remember …If you are struggling with any of the work or want some ideas to help,
please do not hesitate to contact your teachers via email.
Thank you for reading.

